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ABSTRACT 
The thermal radiative properties of high temperature solid 

and liquid metal alloys are particularly useful to research 
and development efforts in laser cladding and machining, 
electron beam welding and laser isotope separation. 
However the cost, complexity, and difficulty of measuring 
these properties have forced the use of crude estimates 
from the Hagen-Rubens relation, the Drude relations, or 
extrapolation from low temperature or otherwise flawed data 
(e.g., oxidized). We have found in this work that published 
values for the Hall coefficient and the electrical resistivity of 
liquid metal alloys can provide useful estimates of the 
reflectance and omittance of some groups of binary liquid 
metal and high temperature solid alloys. -

The estimation method computes the Drude free electron 
parameters, and thence the optical constants and the 
radiant properties from the dependence of the Hall 
coefficient and direct current resistivity on alloy composition 
(the Hall coefficient gives the free electron density and the 
resistivity gives the average time between collisions). We 
find that predictions of the radiant properties of molten 
cerium-copper alloy, which use the measured variations in 
the Hall coefficient and resistivity (both highly nonlinear) as 
a function of alloy fraction (rather than linear combinations of 
the values of the pure elements) yield a good comparison to 
published measurements of the variation of the normal 
spectral emittance (a different but also nonlinear function) of 
cerium-copper alloy at the single wavelength available for 
comparison, 0.645 UJTI. 

The success of the approach in the visible range is 
particularly notable because one expects a Orude based 
approach to improve with increasing wavelength from the 
visible into the infrared. Unfortunately, no other 
wavelengths or binary alloy systems have been identified for 
comparison. Details of the estimation method, the 
comparison between the calculation and the measured 

emittance, and a discussion of what groups of elements may 
also provide agreement is given. 

INTRODUCTION 
The thermal radiative properties of high temperature solid 

and liquid metal alloys are needed for the development of 
many emerging technologies. Liquid lead-lithium alloy is 
being considered for the inner containment wall of fusion 
power reactors. Uranium-iron alloy films flow continuously in 
laser isotope separators under development for enriching 
uranium for reactor fuel. Gadolinium-copper alloy may flow 
continuously in gadolinium enrichment plants (Gd feed to 

-reactor cores reduces the required-frequency of system 
shutdown for refueling). In laser cladding applications 
molten films solidify on substrates to provide improved 
surface properties. For these processes, successful 
development to commercial feasibility requires modeling of 
the details of radiant absorption, emission and reflection. 
Unfortunately, the cost and complexity of obtaining a full 
angular, spectral and temperature dependent specification 
of the emitting, absorbing and reflecting properties of even a 
single binary alloy system are extreme and prohibitive to all 
but the most heavily funded efforts. Simple relations for the 
radiant properties in terms of more easily measured 
quantities are increasingly valuable as computer modeling of 
the details of radiant exchange becomes more able to assist 
process design and development. 

Historically, the efforts to compute radiant properties from 
other quantities failed for two reasons. First, the surface 
conditions of the materials were far from ideal. For 
example, classic foundry operations with high temperature 
materials often involved highly oxidized (or otherwise 
contaminated) and rough surfaces. Theoretical relations for 
the radiant properties could not quantify these effects. 
Second, most or all efforts to predict radiant properties 
involved strictly classical physics. Quantum effects are 
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frequently present in the infrared and even more often in the 
visib\e. With the technologies noted above (and most others 
since the invention of the transistor), the critical processing 
occurs in a controlled environment (often high vacuum) 
without contamination which would be introduced by 
common ambient conditions. With laser and electron beam 
processing fresh, unoxidized metal is continually convected 
to the radiating and absorbing surface. In laser isotope 
separators, pure and smooth molten alloy films are 
continually condensing on square meters of surface in a 
device at temperatures in excess of 1000°C. Thus for liquid 
alloys in processing conducive to high purity the first cause 
for the failure of simple relations for radiant properties is 
eliminated. 

The second problem noted above is also eliminated for 
some materials at elevated temperatures. The most 
conspicuous example being aluminum, where the interband 
absorption peak in the visible shrinks in magnitude as the 
metal is heated (Liljenvall, Mathewson and Myers, 1971). In 
the liquid state the peak is not observed and the classical 
free electron model can be fit to the data for the optical 
constants and the thermal radiative properties (Havstad, 
McLean and Self, 1993; Comins, 1972; Miller, 1969). In this 
work the Drude free electron model is applied to the cerium-
copper system and computations of its optical constants and 
thermal radiative properties are compared to 
measurements. The objective is to begin to develop the 
capability to predict the radiant properties of the wide range 
of alloys whose properties are essentially unknown at 
present but are in use or contemplated in many new 
technologies. The present effort is encouraging for the 
agreement shown between the model and data but 
additional confirming work is required. The work has limited 
applicability because its classical approach neglects the 
quantum effects which complicate the radiant properties of 
many metals but there may be a significant group of metals 
where the molten alloys can be fitted to measured values of 
the Drude model parameters. 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
The Drude model can be considered as a special case of 

the Lorentz model (Bohren and Huffman, 1983) for optical 
absorption by simple harmonic oscillators. 

mx + D x + Kx = q E (D 
Here m is the oscillator mass, D is a damping constant, K 

is the linear restoring force and qE is the driving force due to 
the electromagnetic radiation. When the restoring force 
applied to the oscillating charges of the Lorentz model is set 
to zero, the oscillators are unbound, i.e. the valence 
electrons of the material are considered free. From this free 
electron concept is derived a two parameter model for the 
optical constants and radiative properties. In terms of the 
complex dielectric function one obtains (Miller, 1969): 

N e eV 
m e 0 ( 1 +co x ) 

(2) 

N e e 2 x 
2 2 

m e0co(1 +(ox ) (3) 
In this form the two parameters are N e , the density of free 

carriers, and x, the average time between collisions for the 
free electrons. The electron mass is m, 6 0 is the permittivity 
of free space, e is the elementary charge and co is the 
frequency of radiation. The index of refraction n and the 
extinction coefficient k (the complex refractive index) are 
computed from the complex dielectric function: 

n = 

k = 

v. 2 2 + € 
2 2 
/ e 0 + e / e 0 
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1/2 

1/2 
(4) 

(5) 
Since the radiant properties are derived in terms of the 

Fresnel relations, the complex index form of the optical 
constants is more convenient to heat transfer. Similarly the 
Drude model can be formulated in terms of other pairs of 
parameters, an effective electron mass and the the 
conductivity for example. Lastly, the Hagen-Rubens 
relations, long applied in the absence of reliable radiant 
property data, are derived from the Drude result by setting 
the inertia term (electron mass) to zero in the Lorentz model 
(Strong, 1958). 

The Drude model can be applied by computing N e and x 
from measurements of the Hall coefficient and the direct 
current resistivity. The Hall coefficient is determined from an 
experiment with an electric field and a magnetic field applied 
at right angles to a material. A second electric field is 
produced in the third orthogonal direction (in order to 
maintain zero current in that direction) whose magnitude is 
dependent on the number density and mobility of the 
carriers present in the material (Bube, 1981). When only 
electrons arepresentiheHalLcoefficientis 

R H = 1 

(6) 
For both electrons and holes contributing to electrical 

conduction, the Hall coefficient depends on the carrier 
densities and mobilities: 

1 Npuf-rvf 
H u = — M-|- e (NpHp + N ^ ) 

(7) 

Mobility is u. and hole density is N p . For materials with 
electrical conduction due to multiple carrier types the 
computation of carrier densities is not simple. However, Hall 
coefficient measurements are preferable to direct radiant 
property measurements: the difficulties of maintaining and 
specifying surface condition are avoided and with the Hall 
work a single scalar is obtained rather than a property 
dependent on angle, wavelength and polarization. A survey 



of experimental methods for the Hall coefficient of liquid 
metals and a listing of available results are given by Nyung 
Lee and Lichter (Nyung Lee and Lichter, 1972). 

The average time between collisions x is obtained from 
resistance measurements: 

which Hall coefficient, resistivity and radiant property data is 
available in the molten state and as a function of 
composition. 

t = - m 
pN e e' 

m o 

7£7 (8) 

Here o is conductivity and p is resistivity. For this work no 
types of scattering mechanisms or details are described. 
Scattering is assumed to be simply a function of alloy 
composition, as is the Hall coefficient. 

From the relations given above and the assumption that 
the Hall experiment gives carrier density for only a single 
type of carrier one then can compute the entire reflective 
properties of a binary alloy system. With Kirchoff's laws 
(when applicable) the emissive and absorptive radiant 
properties are also computed in full. There are many metals 
for which this procedure is unsuccessful in any temperature 
or spectral region. Interband and other quantum effects 
(e.g. spin-orbit splitting) often make a Drude approach 
invalid, particularly at ambient and moderate temperatures 
and in the visible region (Nomerovannaya, Kirillova and 
Noskov, 1971). A quantum based approach (Ichikawa and 
Kobayashi, 1966) has been shown to match measurements 
of the reflectance and optical constants of highly ordered 
pyrolftic graphite (HOPG) from ambient to 1300K and from 
0.4 to 8.45 u,m (Havstad, Schildbach and McLean, 1993). 
However, for the present, one would like to know under what 
conditions and with which materials the classical relations 
are useful. The present work compares the calculation 
described above to measurements for the only material for 

RESULTS 
The Hall coefficient and resistivity of molten cerium-

copper alloy measured by Busch et. al. (Busch et al., 1974) 
is replotted in Figures 1 and 2. The form of both curves is 
similar to that obtained with other rare earth (RE) to copper 
binary systems. For all the light rare earths and gadolinium 
with copper the resistivity at elevated temperatures is a 
weak function of temperature (and increases with 
temperature) and to a concentration of 30% to 40% at. RE 
the curves have nearly the same values (Guntherodt and 
Zimmermann, 1973). The curves for Hall coefficient vary 
more widely with element alloyed with copper (Takeuchi and 
Murakami, 1974). Several alloys of transition metals also 
have compositions with positive Hall coefficients (conduction 
dominated by positive carriers) as does the cobalt-cerium 
system (Busch, et al., 1974). For the present work the 
complexities of energy band effects as a function of alloy 
composition are ignored (electrons near the top of nearly full 
bands behave as holes (Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976)). We 
seek to use the above simple relations and obtain a 
moderate match to measured radiant properties. This is a 
much less strenuous requirement than a good match to 
measured complex index of refraction and yet less 
strenuous than a good match to measured complex 

dielectric function (since e /e 0 = n 2 - k 2 , e Ye o = 2nk). 
Future work should address energy band effects and the 
present assumption that for positive R H all the carriers are 
holes and for negative R H all the carriers are electrons. 
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FIG. 1. THE HALL COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF ALLOY COMPOSITION FOR LIQUID CERIUM-COPPER. 'THE 
MEASUREMENTS (BUSCH ET. AL , 1974) ARE REPLOTTED HERE. 
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FIG. 2. THE DIRECT CURRENT RESISTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF ALLOY COMPOSITION FOR LIQUID CERIUM-
COPPER. THE MEASUREMENTS (BUSCH ET. AL., 1974) ARE REPLOTTED HERE. 

Predictions (based on the method outlined above) of the 
normal spectral emittance at 0.645u.m for cerium-copper 
alloy are compared to measurements made by (Dokko and 
Bautista, 1980) in Figure 3. All samples were liquid, sample 
temperature ranged from 1118K to 1811K. The dashed 

curve is the polynomial fit to their data reported by Dokko 
and Bautista: 

£n>. = 0.2920 - 0.0650X + 0.2242X2 + 1.1381X3 - 1.4773X4 (9) 

100 
Atomic percent cerium 

FIG. 3. COMPARISON OF PREDICTION AND MEASUREMENT OF THE NORMAL SPECTRAL EMITTANCE OF LIQUID 
CERIUM-COPPER ALLOY AT 0.645 u.m. THE DATA POINTS WITH ERROR BARS ARE THE MEASUREMENTS (DOKKO 
AND BAUTISTA, 1980) THE SOLID LINE IS A PREDICTION BASED ON THE DRUDE MODEL AND MEASUREMENTS OF 
THE HALL COEFFICIENT AND THE DIRECT CURRENT RESISTIVITY (BUSCH ET. AL, 1974). THE DASHED LINE IS A 
POLYNOMIAL FIT TO THE MEASUREMENTS. 



The mole fraction of copper is X. Taking the measured 
omittances as exact and error free, the computed results are 
in error by less than 3% out to 65% cerium and less than 
10% to 53% cerium. At 4 1 % cerium the computation is 16% 
low. Agreement is better again in the 5 to 25% cerium 
range. The comparison suggests that a simple Drude 
approach is satisfactory for this liquid alloy down to the 
visible (0.645 urn). Since the classical approach improves 
as photon energy declines and is usually invalid until 
wavelengths greater than 5 to 10 u,m, the agreement here is 
probably either coincidence or indicative of agreement all 
the way out into the infrared. Experimental work to test for 
this agreement and obtain a more complete comparison with 
the gadolinium-copper system are in progress. 

The normal spectral emittance of liquid Ce-Cu alloy as a 
function of wavelength is predicted in Figure 4. The 
magnitude and rate of decline of emittance with wavelength 

0 .55 

are similar to that observed with many smooth clean metals. 
The curve for pure copper resembles that noted earlier for 
pure aluminum and that for the high Ce concentrations is 
typical of that observed for many transition metals (Edwards 
and de Volo, 1965). The dependence of the components of 
index of refraction on wavelength (Figs. 5 and 6) is also 
consistent with that observed for many common pure 
metals, at elevated and ambient temperature. Past about 
1u.m, k is greater than n but their difference is decreasing. 
The difference between n and k is greatest for pure copper 
but for all compositions n and k are converging beyond 10 
urn. For pure molten copper the complex dielectric function 
determined by an ellipsometric technique (Comins, 1972 
and Miller, 1969) agrees well with a Drude approach to 
wavelengths as low as 0.6 u.m, for a free electron density of 
0.76 of the atom density. 
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FIG. 4. PREDICTED DEPENDENCE OF THE NORMAL SPECTRAL EMITTANCE AT 0.645 urn VS. WAVELENGTH WITH 
ALLOY COMPOSITION AS A PARAMETER FOR MOLTEN CERIUM-COPPER. 
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FIG. 6. PREDICTED DEPENDENCE OF THE EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT VS. WAVELENGTH WITH ALLOY 
COMPOSITION AS A PARAMETER FOR MOLTEN CERIUM-COPPER. 

The computational results given above can be 
summarized by the dependence of free electron density and 
average time between collisions on alloy fraction, Figures 7 
and 8. Because the Hall coefficient goes through zero at 
-18.8% at. cerium the Drude model gives the non-physical 
result of infinite free electron density at this composition. At 
all other compositions more than ~0.20% at. away from this 
singularity the model gives results which are both physically 
reasonable and in approximate agreement with existing 

data. One interpretation of the R H = ° condition is rather 
than a state of zero free carriers there is a balance of hole 
and electron conduction (eqn. 7) which causes the 
measured Hall coefficient to go to zero. The assumption of 
a single carrier type may be the reason the predictions are 
poorer for compositions near 19% at. cerium in Fig. 3. 
Analysis including the mobility in eqn. 7 or a more detailed 
treatment of band effects has not been done. 

40 60 80 100 
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FIG. 7. FREE CARRIER DENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF ALLOY COMPOSITION FOR LIQUID CERIUM-COPPER ALLOY. 
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FIG. 8. AVERAGE TIME BETWEEN COLLISIONS AS A FUNCTION OF ALLOY COMPOSITION FOR LIQUID CERIUM-
COPPER ALLOY. 

The dependence of collision time on alloy fraction shows 
that small amounts of cerium rapidly change the alloy from a 
very good conductor to an average or poor one. The 
minimum at 18.8% cerium is a consequence of N e in the 
denominator of the expression for % (eqn^.8). Both the 
radiant property data and the Drude model computations 
indicate that the alloy is essentially unchanged from 40% 
cerium to 100% cerium. Less radiant property data will be 
required in the cerium rich range than in the copper rich 
range to confirm the usefulness of the Drude approach for 
this binary system. 

The carrier density, the collision time, the resistivity and 
the conductivity do not vary linearly with composition. 
Computed values of the optical constants and radiative 
properties from interpolation between values for the two 
pure constituents give results that are very different from 
those shown here and are quantitatively and qualitatively in 
error. This condition, the need for measurements of the Hall 
coefficient and the resistivity as a function of composition, 
makes the described approach less easily applied but also 
shows that the Drude approach is a simplified interpretation 
of the interaction between this liquid alloy and 
electromagnetic radiation. 

CONCLUSION 
The similar dependence of both Hall coefficient and 

resistivity on alloy composition for several rare earth metals 

with copper may indicate that the approach described here 
works well for other high temperature alloys of copper and 
the rare earths. The similarities among the highly 
conducting metals (Au, Ag, Cu, Al) suggests these alloyed 
with rare earths are also well fit. For tow concentrations of 
transition metals in copper, gold, silver and aluminum the 
method described above may also provide good estimates. 
These are particularly important to a range of emerging 
technologies, laser cladding principally, so that further work 
with these materials is warranted. Measurements under 
representative pure conditions at elevated temperaturesare. 
required. The theory presented here is clearly a 
simplification of operative absorption, emission and 
reflection mechanisms but the agreement with the 
measurements warrants more attention. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

D damping constant (newton • second/meter) 

e elementary charge (1.6x10-19 coulomb) 

E electric field vector (volts/meter) 

k extinction coefficient (-) 

K linear restoring force (newton/meter) 

m mass of electron (kilogram) 

n index of refraction (-) 

N number density (#/meter3) 

q electronic charge (coulomb) 

RH Hall coefficient (meter^/amp-second) 

x displacement from equilibrium (meter) 

X mole fraction of copper (-) 

GREEK 

e emissivity (-) 

A. wavelength (meter) 

p direct current resistivity (ohm • meter) 

x average time between collisions (second) 

o conductivity (1/(ohm • meter) 

u. carrier mobility (meters2/volt • second) 

oo frequency (radian/second) " 

e real part of complex dielectric function (farad/meter) 

e ' imaginary part of complex dielectric function (farad/meter) 

e Q permittivity of free space (8.85 x 10-12 farad/meter) 

SUBSCRIPTS 

e electrons 

n normal 

o free space value or resonant value 

p holes 


